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Author‟s Note
Please note that while some names, places and dates
mentioned throughout this text are real, they have been
used in a fictitious context throughout this text and should
not be taken literally.
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Prologue

The clang of armor echoed throughout the dark thick
rainforest as the fully armed Spanish conquistador soldiers
marched along the well-worn dirt path towards the Maya
village; their torches held high to light the way. The
captain, in all his glory, led the way on horseback. The path
they followed was a well-known trade path to other
villages. The captain had come across many of these paths
as his search took him from village to village.
Unbeknownst to the captain, a Mayan runner hid in the
darkness, observing the army. When it was apparent the
army was headed towards his village, the runner sprinted
back to his village to report his findings to the king.
Back at the village, the king ordered his warriors to arm
themselves with bows and arrows, spears, clubs, and woven
mat shields, and gather at the north gate, and the women
and children to take refuge in their huts. In just a few
moments, they would be fighting for their lives. The Mayan
king had heard rumors of a white-skinned army that took
everything of value and left nothing, not even the people
themselves.
The village warriors had no sooner readied themselves a
short distance from the gate, when there was a thunderous,
fiery explosion in front of them. The wooden gate itself
exploded into tiny splinters, smoke billowed everywhere.
The warriors cowered on the ground, covering their ears.
As the sound died and smoke drifted away, the warriors got
to their feet once more and readied themselves for the
battle. Beyond the thinning smoke stood the captain of the
army, a slight smirk on his round bearded face, and behind
him, a still smoking canon.
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Through the dissipating smoke, the captain scrutinized the
face of each warrior looking for the king, and eventually
found him at the centre of the native militia. The captain
lightly tapped his horse forward and rode through the
remains of the smoking gate. He stopped his horse a short
distance from the king, his eyes never leaving his enemy.
The smirk suddenly disappeared from his face. “Attack!”
he yelled in a language not understood by the Mayan
warriors, and in that instant, the Spanish army came
charging on foot through the tattered gate, harquebuses
raised and firing. Tiny hard pellets took down most of the
warriors within the first few moments of the battle. The
king called a retreat, and the few remaining warriors
managed to fall back inside the village, amongst the huts
and buildings. The simple warriors were no match for the
Spanish soldiers. Very soon, all of the warriors had been
killed. The captain ordered his men to ransack the village
and take the women and children into custody.
There was chaos. The screams could be heard a mile away
as the Spanish conquistadors, dressed in full body armor
and brandishing harquebuses and swords, sacked and
burned the entire village and its great pyramid temple to the
ground; the night sky turned red with fire haze. Anything of
value was taken. The native women and children tried to
flee as the soldiers took them hostage. The thatch-roofed
huts were set alight and so too was the great temple
perched at the peak of the massive step pyramid. As the
fires grew high and filled the air with smoke, the soldiers
captured the king and the high priest who were also taken
prisoner. The soldiers formed a barrier around the village
that prevented the women and children from escaping, and
even as they tried to do so, they were taken prisoner. They
would be taken into slavery, to serve the governor‟s house.
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A lone woman carrying a small baby wrapped in a bundle
of blood-stained material under one arm, and an ancient
leather-bound book wrapped in cloth tucked under the other
arm, managed to elude the soldiers. She remained hidden
behind a smoking hut. She peered from behind the hut and
assessed whether she could sneak past the three soldiers in
front of her. They were talking in a strange language and
each leaning on swords, their backs to the hut. The woman
was still thinking of how she was going to get past them
without being seen, when her prayers were answered.
Suddenly an alarm was sounded. In unison, the three men
turned their heads towards the call and then abruptly ran
towards it. This was her only chance at freedom. She stifled
the scream of terror that threatened to overwhelm her and
ran as fast as she could towards the southern gate that led to
the surrounding rainforest, holding her child close to her
chest.
She was almost halfway across the village, all the while
remaining hidden in the shadows, when she paused behind
a large pile of firewood. She peered over the top of the pile
and caught sight of her lover, the king. Both he and his high
priest had been gathered in front of the great pyramid. The
king was kneeling before the captain, a hard look on his
tanned face. Behind him were seven armored soldiers, each
with a harquebus pointed to his back. He was still wearing
his sacrificial garments; an embroidered headdress with
bright feathers and jade ornaments, and an embroidered
cape adorned with feathers. His long dark hair was plaited
down his back with jade and obsidian ornaments. Through
his nose, he wore a bone ring and around his neck was a
string of gold plates. Around his stomach was a leather belt
with jade plates. His loincloth was decorated with pearls
and feathers and around his wrists, knees, and ankles he
wore leather bracelets and anklets with feathers plaited
through them. His leather sandals were scuffed and dirtied.
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The high priest was dressed similarly to the king. The
white-skinned captain, dressed in full body armor with a
helmet that rested under his left arm, spoke harshly to the
king. When there was no answer from the king, the captain
abruptly handed his helmet to the soldier standing beside
him who accepted it without question, and impatiently slid
from his horse, so that he was standing directly in front of
the king. Abruptly the captain took a hold of the gold
necklace in his right hand, and ripped it from the king‟s
neck. He inspected it for a moment before resuming his
abuse.
Suddenly the king‟s eyes flicked to the woman as he caught
sight of her. She could read the message there – run. Then
the captain gave the order. The woman watched helplessly
as both the king and high priest were swiftly executed.
Their dead bodies fell to the ground with a soft thud. The
woman stifled another scream as grief threatened to
overtake her senses. After a moment, she managed to
compose her thoughts and while the soldiers were still
distracted, she made a break for the southern gates.
Ironically, she noted, the great stonewalls of the city were
designed to keep intruders out, but instead, they had
imprisoned her people within their own village.
Finally, she made it to the southern wall undetected, and
still hidden in the shadows, she followed the wall until she
came to the great wooden gates. She briefly checked that
no one was watching, placed both the baby and the book on
the ground and unlatched the heavy wooden bar that
crossed the doors. Then, picking up the baby and tucking
the book under one arm, she pushed with all her strength on
one heavy door and very slowly, the door opened with only
a soft groan. Her freedom was within her grasp. Silently,
she sprinted for the safety of the dark jungle.
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She chose not to use the trade path as this would be too
obvious if the soldiers were indeed to follow her, so,
fighting the overgrown branches and tripping over plants,
vines and roots, she ran through the dark jungle for as long
as she could – running all through the night. But as dawn
started to break and her breathing burned her throat and
lungs, she knew she needed to find some place safe to hide.
If she were caught now, her plight would have been in vain.
It was imperative that the soldiers didn‟t find either the
baby or the book. If the child were killed, there would be
no hope for the future.
Finally, she found a small cave partially hidden by
overgrown plants. The only clue to its existence was the
deep penetrating gloom that was darker than the
surrounding forest. She placed the child and the book on
the floor just inside the entrance, and then covered the
entrance with leaves and branches. Then she gathered up
the baby and book and made her way to the rear of the cave
where she sank to the floor and listened to the jungle noises
for a long time before she managed to relax enough to
sleep. At dusk, she would continue her flight north.
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Past Life
October 13th 2012
Xani stood at the crowded bar, its rounded wooden edge
pressing into her back as she leant against it, her
cosmopolitan poised before her lips. She watched her
friends on the dance floor move to the rhythm of the music.
This was her favorite nightclub. She, and her best friend,
Sara, had been coming here since they were eighteen. The
DJ played good music and the drinks were cheap. The
nightclub was laid out in three distinct levels. The lower
level consisted of only the DJ and dance floor and a select
few tall tables and stools. The second level consisted of
many short tables and chairs, and the bar. Behind the bar
was a pool table with only dim lighting. The third,
mezzanine level, was a walk up a flight of stairs where a
second bar was located with more of the squat tables and
chairs. Glass railings overlooked the dance floor. At
2.00am, the nightclub was overcrowded with people, dimly
lit, and choking dry ice smoke made it difficult to breathe,
but the music was loud and infectious.
Xani took a sip of her drink and was about to place it on the
bar and join her friends on the dance floor, when a scantily
clad suntanned man walked past her. He was wearing
nothing except a decorated loincloth and a feathered
headdress. His narrow but attractive face was framed by
long dark hair pulled back in a plait. His bare chest and
arms were dark brown and very well-muscled. Xani
watched him drift by, seemingly unperturbed by the dense
crowd, then she lost him as the crowd pressed in. He must
be part of a fancy dress party, Xani thought, craning her
neck around the crowd to find him. She placed her drink on
the bar, hurried down the three steps that led to the first
level, and onto the dance floor. “Did you see that guy
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dressed up in the tribal outfit?” Her friend merely looked at
her blankly and gave a disinterested shrug. Caught up in the
rhythmic beat of the music, an intoxicated stranger lurched
in time with the music and suddenly bumped Xani and she
fell backwards, only just catching herself on a deserted
table. As she righted herself, she caught sight of the nearnaked man heading for the exit. She left her friends and
pushed through the crowd and out the open double glass
doors. The man was nowhere to be seen. “Did you see that
guy who was dressed up in tribal clothes?” she asked the
bouncer, but the bouncer only shrugged his shoulders and
shook his head. Deflated, Xani returned to the bar where
she had left her drink, only to find that it had been cleared
away. She sighed, made her way back to the dance floor
once more, and as the music took control of her body, she
forgot about the mysterious man.

Xani lay on the lounge staring at the plasma television
through half-closed eyes. “Astronomers the world over are
excited about the approaching planetary alignment. On
December 21 the Earth and Sun will be aligned with the
centre of the Milky Way Galaxy, known as the Eye of the
Galaxy. At the centre of the galaxy sits a super massive
black hole . . .” the news reporter was saying, when the
phone rang; its shrill ring assaulting Xani‟s ears.
Groaning, Xani slowly rolled off the lounge and crawled up
to the TV where the portable telephone was sitting. She
reached up, picked up the phone, and crawled back to the
lounge. After crawling back onto the lounge and flopping
onto her back, Xani pressed the talk button on the phone.
“Hello?” she said in a thick voice, as she picked up the TV
remote from the floor beside her and turned down the
volume; the late morning news had updates running across
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the bottom of the screen, and the date printed in bold white
displaying „9.45am Saturday, October 13‟. Thank heavens
it‟s only Saturday, Xani thought, rubbing her thumping
head, and despite having already brushed her teeth, she
could still taste the previous evening.
“Good morning, Xani Culcan,” Sara her best friend asked
in a much too cheerful voice for a Saturday morning.
“There is a psychic expo on today at the showground. Want
to come?”
“Good morning, Sara Roberts,” Xani replied sarcastically.
“Sure, I‟m not doing anything today,” she grimaced, too
polite to say no.
“Great, I will pick you up in about a half-hour. See you
then.”
“Ok, Bye,” Xani replied and pressed the end call button.
She looked down at herself. She had only crawled out of
bed just a few moments ago after having tied a hard one on
the previous night with her friends; she was still in her pink
flannelette pajamas. Lightly dropping the phone on the
floor beneath her, Xani reluctantly crawled off the brownsuede, three-seated lounge and slowly getting to her feet,
stumbled back into her bedroom. As she passed the fulllength mirror, she caught a glimpse of her reflection. Her
pixie-cut, chocolate hair was ruffled and sticking out at
awkward angles. “I look like a Japanese anime raccoon,”
she thought aloud. She sighed. I really don‟t feel like going
anywhere this weekend, let alone to some crock psychic
show. After all, who really believes in things like that
anyway? Nevertheless, she chose an outfit – three-quarter
length blue jeans, and a black top with appropriate
underwear and placed them on her bed – then crawled into
the shower to wash last night‟s grime off. A few minutes
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later, she was clean once more and dressed. She walked out
into the kitchen and fixed a quick breakfast consisting of an
egg on toast. She poured a glass of orange juice to wash
down the two painkillers she had retrieved from the
medicine drawer. She had no sooner finished her breakfast
when there was a knock at the door.
“Coming!” she called out around her last mouthful of food,
and quickly rinsed the dishes and left them in the sink
before gathering her wallet. She checked to see if there was
any money left from her night out and soon found it was
empty, then jammed her mobile phone into her pocket and
picked up her keys, and met her friend at the door. Sara was
waiting impatiently in blue jeans and a white blouse; a big
grin on her pale face, her long red hair braided down her
back.
“Ready?” Sara asked.
“Yep, let‟s go. I just need to get some cash on the way,”
Xani replied as she stepped out her two-bedroom apartment
and locked the door. She had recently sold her threebedroom house in the suburbs and bought an apartment in
the city to be within walking distance of her physiotherapy
practice. She still had a nice little amount left over sitting in
her holiday account. Her two-bedroom apartment was near
new, built only two years ago. It was painted a clean crisp
white and had all the trimmings of a new building. She
loved her new apartment. Xani buried her keys in her
pockets, and tucked her wallet under her left arm. They
took the elevator down the seven flights to the ground
floor, and walked out the foyer. Sara‟s little two-door Ford
was waiting just outside the building. They climbed in and
set off down the road towards the showground, stopping
once at an ATM for Xani to get money.
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“How much will it cost?” Xani asked as she got back in her
seat and buckled herself in. Sara shrugged her shoulders
and continued on their way. A half-hour later, they arrived
at the showground. There was a large sign with bold red
print saying „Psychic Expo October 13 & 14 Admission:
$15‟ hanging over the entrance gates. The showground
consisted of a large grassed arena and two large pavilions.
The psychic expo was in the larger of the two.
“Good thing we stopped for cash,” Xani muttered as they
walked through the gate and paid at the entrance booth
outside the first pavilion. They collected their admission
tickets and a map of the area. Listed on the map, were the
activities and facilities offered, and where each was
located. They both looked at the map and discussed the best
way to see everything. Amongst the typical tarot card and
aura readings was a psychic specializing in past lives.
“That looks interesting,” Xani said, pointing out the past
life reader. “I have always wondered what my past lives
would be.” Sara gave her a disinterested, mocking look.
“How about we split up and meet back later. Text me when
you‟re ready to go,” Sara suggested. Xani shrugged.
“Ok, I‟ll see you later.”
“What about a map?” Sara asked.
“I‟ll buy another one. I‟ll see you later,” Xani replied. She
gave her friend a quick hug and walked back to the ticket
booth for another map. After buying her map, Xani went to
find the past life reading psychic. When she finally found
the psychic, she wasn‟t surprised to see that it was a
middle-aged woman with heavy makeup and dressed in a
techni-colored dress, seated at a small square table. She
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looks as though she has stepped straight out the „70‟s, Xani
mused. Taped against the table edge was a sheet of white
paper with „Past Life Readings $25‟ written in black
marker. Xani sat down in the empty chair opposite the
woman.
“Hi,” Xani said to the woman. “Are you available for a
reading?” The woman nodded.
“Twenty-five for the reading and if you want a recording, it
will be an extra five dollars” she replied. What a rip, Xani
thought, but she still found it strangely compelling.
“I‟ll take the recording, thanks,” Xani answered as she
placed her wallet on the table and turned her phone to silent
before placing it next to her wallet. The woman nodded and
placed a blank cassette tape in the very antique looking tape
recorder and pressed record. Do people still use cassette
tapes? Xani wondered. Obviously. The woman offered her
hands, palms up. Xani placed her own palms on top of the
woman‟s and waited. The woman closed her eyes and
concentrated. Xani waited with a smirk on her face.
Suddenly, the woman started speaking.
“I see you were once a Mayan priest...no someone of much
greater importance. You are dressed in a bright robe and
you are wearing a headdress. Around your neck is a string
of gold plates. You are standing at the top of a pyramid,
maybe a temple, and your arms are extended above your
head. In one hand, you hold a dagger. You are chanting, but
I can‟t make out the words.” The woman went silent for a
moment. “There is nothing else.” When the woman didn‟t
go on, Xani thought she had finished but the woman didn‟t
release her hands. Then suddenly, she started speaking
again. “I see guns and fighting. There is a row of people on
the ground. They are injured. I see a red cross on your
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sleeve. A man is lying at your feet. You try to help him but
he doesn‟t make it. You move onto the next person.” The
woman fell silent once again. Xani kept very still. Then
suddenly the woman opened her eyes and released her
hands. She smiled and stopped the recording. “That will be
thirty dollars, thanks.” Xani picked up her wallet and gave
her the money and in turn, the woman passed her the
cassette tape. With an uncertain smile and a small nod of
thanks, Xani stood up and wandered away from the
woman. That was weird she thought. And I don‟t have a
cassette player. I‟ll have to get dad to convert it to a CD for
me. Xani wandered around the pavilion for a while. There
were stalls selling gemstones and tarot card decks and one
stall even offered aura photographs. There was even a
demonstration by a clairvoyant. Xani paused to watch the
clairvoyant convey messages from the „other side‟.
Suddenly, she heard a whisper in her ear.
“How‟s it going?” Sara asked. Recognizing the voice, Xani
turned away from the clairvoyant and led Sara away so they
wouldn‟t disturb anyone.
“I had a past life reading which was a bit weird, but that‟s
been the only thing I‟ve found interesting enough to
warrant forking out money for. How about you?” Xani
replied.
“I had a tarot card reading which told me great things about
my future. It said I would go overseas. That would be nice
but I don‟t see how that‟s going to happen. I‟m completely
broke. How about you? What was your past life?”
“Apparently I was a Mayan king or something and then a
nurse in one of the great wars. I have a recording” Xani
replied and held up the cassette tape. “Have you had
enough? Want to come back to my place for some lunch?”
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“Sure, I‟m broke now anyway” Sara replied. They both
turned in the direction of the car and left the showground.
During the ride home, Xani couldn‟t stop thinking about
what the psychic had said. She had been interested in the
Mayan culture since she was a kid and now it seemed a bit
ironic that she could have been a Mayan king in a past life.
She probably just read my posture or something, Xani
thought and dismissed the very idea of it.

Lunch was brief and consisted of cold meat and salad
sandwiches washed down with a glass of juice. Before too
long, Sara had said goodbye and left, leaving Xani to her
thoughts once again. This is stupid, she thought but then
found herself getting online to research the Mayan culture
and history. She read about ancient Mayan religious beliefs,
how sacrifices were made to appease the gods. She read
about the ballgame that was very popular and had a specific
relationship to their religion. She also read about how the
culture was formed and that how it was believed that man
was born of a god. The final thing she found was a
reference to the Dresden Codex – a long parchment
containing images of differing events, with the final page
containing the image of a god with what looked like rain
coming down.
When she became bored and tired of the research, she
decided to visit her parents in the suburbs and tell them
what had happened. She grabbed her wallet, phone, keys,
and the cassette tape and walked out the door once again.
So much for my quiet weekend, she thought as she locked
the door and took the elevator down to the basement car
park. As she walked to the car, she pressed the key remote
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to unlock the car, climbed into her white, four-door Nissan,
tossed her wallet, phone, and the cassette tape onto the
passenger seat beside her and drove out the underground
car park.
Within a half-hour, she was driving up the driveway of her
childhood house. It was a white, low-set weatherboard
house with some of the paint now peeling off, and a white
picket fence that ran the perimeter of the property. The
fence too was now falling down in parts and most of the
paint was peeling off. She walked up to the door but didn‟t
bother knocking. She opened it and walked straight in. The
door opened into a long hallway with rooms off to the
sides.
“Hello?” Xani called out.
“Hello? Xani, is that you?” she heard her mother‟s voice
trail through the house.
“Yes, mom, it‟s me. Where are you?”
“In the kitchen,” Maria, her mother called back. As Xani
walked down the hallway, she passed the living room on
her left, and then the master bedroom to her right, followed
by the bathroom and opposite this was another bedroom –
her old bedroom. She glanced wistfully at the bedroom
door as she passed it. At the end of the hallway was the
kitchen on her right and the study opposite the kitchen. The
interior of the house was newly painted a pale cream color.
Her maternal great-grandfather‟s family had migrated from
America to Australia after he sold his very successful farm
for a very good profit, and had bought a small home in the
suburbs of Sydney, where it had remained in the family
since. Xani never did find out the reason her greatgrandfather had decided to move to Australia.
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Xani walked into the kitchen. Her father, Carl, was seated
at the dining table while her mother fixed some coffee for
them all. Xani‟s father was tall and slim with well-defined
muscles, a body bought of a life as a council laborer. He
still had most of his sandy-colored hair but now it was
mottled with grey. His wizened face was open and friendly.
While he had worked most of his life as a laborer, he was
intelligent and enjoyed tinkering with his personal
computer. He was a quiet man and didn‟t talk much, which
was fine because his wife did most of the talking anyway.
Xani‟s mother was a nurse and still worked part time at the
local hospital. She was a heavy woman with a friendly face
and dark, long hair, a trait passed down through her family.
Xani had the same dark hair.
“Would you like a coffee?” Maria asked. Xani nodded and
took a seat opposite her father and placed her belongings on
the table next to her left arm.
“Hi dad” Xani greeted her father.
“Afternoon,” Carl greeted her back. “You look a bit tired.
Did you go out last night?” Xani nodded.
“Yeah, I went out with the girls and got home pretty late.
Sara was at my door early this morning and looked like she
had walked out a salon. I don‟t know how she does it. She
took me to a psychic expo.”
“You still have raccoon eyes,” Carl teased. Xani smiled,
feeling a little embarrassed.
“Was there anything interesting?” Maria asked. Xani
shrugged and accepted the warm cup of coffee her mother
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offered. She watched her mother place another cup before
her father before replying.
“Not really. Sara had her cards read. Apparently, she is
going overseas in her coming future,” Xani smirked at the
very idea of it. Sara, while her best friend since early high
school, was a professional student. She was intelligent, and
already had two degrees, one in business and one in applied
science, but found she couldn‟t commit herself to the „real
world‟. Currently, she was studying photography; her
interests varied with whomever she was dating at the time.
She was currently receiving an allowance from the
government with rent assistance, but it was nowhere near
enough to support any holidays locally, let alone one
overseas. In addition to her limited funds, she didn‟t have a
passport.
“What about you? Did you have a reading?” Carl asked.
Xani nodded and suddenly felt foolish.
“Yeah, I had a past life reading, from a dodgy looking
woman.” Xani paused to take a sip of her coffee. She
glanced at her parents. They were both looking at her
expectantly. Xani held the cup close to her mouth, but
didn‟t put it down. “The psychic said that I had been a
Mayan king or something and then a male nurse in a war. I
have a recording.” Xani picked up the tape off the table and
waved it about disinterestedly.
“That‟s interesting,” Maria teased. Xani took a sip of the
hot coffee then replaced the cup on the table.
“I know it was stupid to even go . . .”
“Can I hear it?” Carl interrupted. Xani nodded slowly and
passed him the tape.
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“Sure, go ahead.” Xani and her mother watched him leave
and enter the study where he kept his computer and a small
selection of books. Xani shrugged and turned back to her
mother who was just sitting down at the table. Xani‟s
mother decided to change the topic of discussion and
delved into a conversation about work and Xani‟s new
apartment.
After a few minutes, Xani‟s father walked back into the
kitchen holding the cassette tape in one hand and a CD in
the other. He handed them to Xani and she looked up at
him questioningly. “I converted your tape to a CD. Hope
you don‟t mind. It was pretty interesting, though.”
“Thanks dad. I was hoping you would be able to. I don‟t
have a tape recorder to listen to the tape, but I do have a
CD player,” Xani replied. She offered him a grateful smile
and placed the CD and the tape on the table. He sat back
down in his chair and joined the conversation. The topic of
past lives was soon forgotten.

That night, Xani dreamed.
She was standing at the top of a step pyramid behind an
altar with bas-relief skulls covering every side. The stones
that made the pyramid were new, the edges smooth, clean,
and intricately packed together. Behind her was the temple
that reached the heavens and housed the gods. She was
wearing a feathered headdress and a chain of gold and
feathers around her neck. At the centre of the chain was a
pendent of jade, a feathered serpent glyph carved into it.
She had her arms raised and in one hand was a dagger
carved with glyphs. She had her face turned to the black
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clouded sky, a sky that threatened rain at any moment. She
was chanting but the words were unintelligible. She turned
her face to the stone altar. On the altar was a naked
woman, a virgin. She was marked over her body in painted
glyphs. Her eyes betrayed her fear. She recognized the
woman on the altar. It was Sara. Her red hair spread out
over the altar like rays of the sun. Despite the sacrifice
being her closest friend, she did not feel horror or even
sadness. She felt only the need to please the gods. She
stopped chanting for a moment, took the dagger in both
hands, and raised them above her head.
Suddenly, she was looking up towards the priest. She was
no longer the priest but rather the offering. The stone altar
she was lying on was cold on her naked skin. Painted white
glyphs covered her body. She was both frightened and
elated at the same time. She clenched her eyes tight against
the fear that threatened to overwhelm her and she fought
the need to run from the temple. She needed to do this. It
was expected she would save her people. Suddenly there
was a moment of clarity. She no longer felt fear, only joy
and freedom. She opened her eyes and welcomed the blade.
Buy the Kindle version at:http://www.amazon.com/Xani-Child-Sun-ebook/dp/B004
APA5PG/ref
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